
   

Big Data Analytic | Generate Values from Data Insight 

 
Collecting Big Data to Discover Business Value
The pandemic that has shuttered economies around the world also battered all business
environment.  It creates a new norm to retailers and consumers.  Traditional analytic approach
cannot fit the dramatic environmental change.

Consumer’s shopping behaviors, channelsand buying preferences are changed.  We cannot
capture those buying behavior from traditional system, application as well as face-to-face
interaction.  Consumers easy to buy, to search, to compare various products through the
mobile or internet.  According to TMall transaction record in 11-Nov-2020, they achieve
nearly 500 billion order amount ina single day.  On-line and mobile sales are overwhelming
the traditional one.  How familiar to the on-line sales business?  Let’s move on the new stage.

 

● Why did the customer drop-out?
● What is the demographic of such
  purchasing and drop-out customers?
● What product are they interested in?
● Which page will customer spend most of
  their time?
● What is the customer’s journey?
● Which area is the customer struggling?        

 
● Discover customer browsing behaviors.
● Understand the device, operation system,
  location as well as access time.
● Understand the customer’s click-stream.
● Discover the in-page activities?
● Playback the customer browsing session
● Using AI and alert to discover pain points 

  

 



Modernize the data platform to know your
Business  

How is the brand’s reputation in the market?  

What value-added services can improve basket
value?  

What is the real-time performance by shop and
stock?  

 

How is the logistic flow and status? 

 

Flexibility of personalized promotion?

Locational based promotion for rural area?

Improving customer’s shopping comfort level?

How to improve customer experience to maintain
the loyalty and stickiness of the app usage? 

Optimize delivery services?

The world is evolving, especially for Retail industry.  Traditional offline store is
no longer the only way to build the Business.  Especially in Hong Kong market, 
“You know” culture is seeded into every citizen. They expect the shopping
experience to be simple, friendly, and intelligent across the journey.

Using a Modern Data Platform to utilize what data you have and extracting useful
information to generate the Business Revenue, Customer Experience and Optimize
Opereational Cost.  Distribute those valuable information to Executive and different
department to better understand the business situation and opportunities. 

 

Centralized the data with internal (e.g. CRM, ERP, POS, Sensor, Website
and Mobile traffic …etc.) and external data (e.g. Weather, Census and
Statistic,Exchange Rate,Keyword search figures) into a holistic view.   

 

Optimize the utilization of facilities and resources to contribute the highest
value.  Keep control on operation and costing distribution.  Leverage IoT
technology to stream the data and understand any business issue in nearly
real-time. 
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